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H5P Content Types 
Currently H5P offers nearly 40 “content types” or different kinds of interactives you can build. New 

content types are continually being added. 

Accessibility Considerations:  

The content types listed on this handout have been tested and deemed “accessible” by H5P. However, 

Instructional Technologies has not verified this; further testing is needed. 

In addition, accessibility will also depend on choices you make (colors, captions, etc.) when adding your 

content and building your interactive. 

 

Primarily Text Content Types 
Content type Primary 

Content 
Description or Explanation 

Documentation 
Tool 

Text Answer prompts to  create a paper; then export the paper  

Drag the 
Words 

Text Drag words into blanks in sentences 

Fill in the 
Blanks 

Test/Image Type in the correct term/words in sentences 

Mark the 
Words 

Text Highlight words in a paragraph or document, according to  
instructions  

Summary Text Select an answer from a list of key statements 

 

Primarily Image Content Types 
Content type Primary 

Content 
Description or Explanation 

Collage Images Combine multiple images into one graphic 

Dialog Cards Text/Images/Audio Display text-based hints (optionally add an image and/or 
audio hints). Students turn the card to see the answer 

Drag and Drop Text/Images Drag the correct text/phrase onto the correct image 

Guess the 
Answer 

Text/Images Display an image with a question: students click a button to 
display solution text 

Image 
Hotspots 

Text/Images/Video Display an image with multiple locations students click on, to 
display text, videos 

Image Slider Images Display a series of images 

Memory Game Images Choose pairs (sets) of images 
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Multimedia Content Types 
Content 
type 

Primary 
Content 

Description or Explanation 

Column Text/Images 
Video/Questions 

Stack a number of content types together, such as text, a multiple 
choice question, a video, and a fill in the blanks question, into one 
content type “module” 

Course 
Presentation 

Text/Images 
Video/Questions 

Create a presentation with interactive slides (text, images, video) 
and with different types of questions 

Interactive 
Video 

Text/images 
Video/Questions 

Add to your video: text, tables, links, and various question types 
(multiple choice, fill in the blank, drag and drop) 

 

Question Content Types 
Content 
Type 

Primary 
Content 

Description or Explanation 

Multiple 
Choice 

Questions 
(Text/Images) 

Can add image or videos appropriate for the question; multiple 
answers or a single answer can be correct; can randomize 
answers. 

Quiz Questions 
(Text/Images) 

Create a sequence of questions types (multiple choice, drag and 
drop, fill in the blanks, mark the words, and drag the words). Can 
set background images, and define a pass percentage rate. 
 

Single 
Choice Set 

Questions Create questions with one correct answer 

True/False Questions 
(Text/Images) 

Can also add an image or video with question 

 

Alternatives for H5P Content Types 
Content 
Type 

Primary Content Alternative 

Accordian Formatting  Create collapsible sections in Lessons: http://bit.ly/les-collap-
sections 

Audio 
Recorder 

Audio In the Sakai Text Editor (such as in Lessons), use the Audio Record 
Clip tool to record up to three minutes that your students can play 
in Sakai: http://bit.ly/sakai-rec-audio 

Chart Data You can create a chart with Excel or Word  

Questions Text You can add Questions (multiple choice and open-ended 
questions) in Sakai Lessons; results can be added to the 
Gradebook: http://bit.ly/les-add-questions 
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